ANTI-SLIP
TAPE PRODUCTS

True Grip Anti-Slip Tape

True Grip® Traction Tape is an excellent
choice for most general purpose applications.
The tape is constructed of a durable
46-grit mineral abrasive compound for
excellent longevity in both indoor & outdoor
applications. We employ the use of a solvent
based acrylic adhesive system to allow for
adhesion over a wide variety of surfaces,
while offering good water and chemical
resistance. Our adhesive system allows for
good initial bonding, yet still removes cleanly
for replacement. Custom slit widths and diecut cleats also available. Meets or exceeds
OSHA 1910.24, 1910.26 and ANSI B101.1.
SG7002CB - Black 2” x 60’/roll
SG7004CB - Black 4” x 60’/roll
SG7006CB - Black 6” x 60’/roll

APPLICATIONS:
• Indoor or outdoor slip hazards
• Wet or oily areas
• Transition areas from one floor surface to another

True Grip Anti-Slip Cleats

True Grip® Traction Tape is available in pre-cut cleats to give a professional look to any installation.
These cleats are made from the same quality product as our tape substrate and are available in a
variety of stock sizes. All cleats come with rounded corners to reduce tape lifting and flagging. We
also offer custom die cutting and printing for your specific application. Suitable for indoor & outdoor
applications. Our True Grip® cleats meet or exceed OSHA 1910.24, 1910.26 and ANSI B101.1.
SG7125CBS - Black 3/4” x 24”
SG7132CBS - Black 3” x 24”
SG7126CBS - Black 6” x 24”
SG7127CBS - Black 5-1/2” x 5-1/2”
SG7130CBS - Black 5-1/2” Dia Circle

APPLICATIONS:
• Stair treads, steps and platforms
• Ladders
• Easy installation

Heavy Duty 36-Grit Anti-Slip Tape

Heavy foot traffic and dirty work environments can clog up standard grit products with mud, oil,
saw dust, liquids and grease. Our Extra Coarse Gator Grip® offers a very deeply textured (36-grit)
surface to continue to offer non-slip protection, even in the dirtiest conditions. Tape can even be
spray painted and still maintain a anti-slip surface. Tape is water-proof for both indoor and outdoor
applications, and offers excellent hydrocarbon resistance. This tape has a very aggressive grit surface
and is recommended for areas with heavy debris only. Custom slitting and die cut shapes for OEM
applications also available. Great for mud, saw dust, snow and other outdoor applications. Meets or
exceeds OSHA 1910.24, 1910.26 and ANSI B101.1.
SG6502B - Black 2” x 50’/roll
SG6504B - Black 4” x 50’/roll
SG6506B - Black 6” x 50’/roll

APPLICATIONS:
• Heavy Soiled Conditions
• Construction or other equipment
• Loading docks
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SG3902YB - Yel/Blk 2” x 60’/roll
SG4302BR - Brown 2” x 60’/roll
SG3402GY - Gray 2” x 60’/roll
SG3602CL - Clear 2” x 60’/roll
SG3302Y - Yellow 2” x 60’/roll

Foil Backed Anti-Slip Tape

Our conformable foil backed anti-slip tape is
designed specifically for heavy duty textured
surface and stair nosing applications. The foil
carrier allows for excellent conformability and
will hold its shape to most any embossed or
textured surface with its aggressive adhesive.
This product works great on steel tread plate,
stair nosing, uneven concrete and most uneven
surfaces. Tape has an coarse 46-grit surface.
Great for indoor and outdoor applications with
excellent weatherability and water resistance.
Custom slit widths and die cut applications
also available. Meets or exceeds OSHA
1910.24, 1910.26 and ANSI B101.1.
SG4102AL - Black 2” x 60’/roll
SG4104AL - Black 4” x 60’/roll
SG4106AL - Black 6” x 60’/roll

‘Mop Friendly’
Slip-Resistant Tape

Looking to provide an enhanced level of
anti-slip protection, but still need to mop
the surface for cleaning? Choose our
“Moppers Friend” slip-resistant product.
We have taken our premium grade antislip tape and modified the grit particles
to allow a mop to pass over without
“catching” strings. Tape has an aggressive
acrylic adhesive system that will bond to
most any clean, dry surface and offers a
virtually water-proof long term bond. An
excellent product choice for areas where
frequent cleaning by mopping is common.
Excellent product choice for the marine
and boating industries.
SG5102MB - Black 2” x 60’/roll
SG5104MB - Black 4” x 60’/roll
SG5106MB - Black 6” x 60’/roll

Armadillo Tape Ultra Durable Floor Tape

In response to customer demand for a longer wearing
floor tape product we have developed our line of ultra
durable Armadillo tapes. These tapes offer our best level
of durability for use on floors. The tape is constructed on
a thick reinforced carrier with an aggressive weatherproof adhesive system. The surface offers a mild abrasive
surface that is durable, slip-resistant coupled with low
level reflective properties. Tape will adhere to a wide
variety of industrial surfaces including smooth concrete,
asphalt, wood and steel. Low profile design will ensure
that the tape does not present a hazard to fork truck traffic
or pedestrians. Tape can be easily cleaned with standard
industrial cleaning machines and procedures.
ARM310 - Yellow 3” x 108’/roll
ARM311 - Green 3” x 108’/roll
ARM312 - Red 3” x 108’/roll
ARM313 - White 3” x 108’/roll
ARM321 - Blue 3” x 108’/roll

Anti-Slip Footprints

Add a distinctive look to slip and fall prevention
program with our die cut footprint traction cleats.
Made of the same material as our Gator Grip® tapes
and standard cleats, these footprints offer a clear
directional pathway indicator for plants, offices or
other applications while offering a high degree of antislip protection. Try our standard black, safety yellow,
or high visibility glow options to fit your particular
application. The surface is an aggressive mineral
abrasive compound on a thick PVC liner. Cleats will
adhere to most any clean, dry surface with an acrylic
adhesive system. Cleats and adhesive are water,
chemical and oil resistant for use in both indoor &
outdoor applications.
SG3110FTP - Black 4” x 10”
SG3310FTP - Yellow 4” x 10”
SG4210FTP - Glow 4” x 10”
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For more information contact your INCOM representative
or visit www.incomdirect.com
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Our line of Gator Grip® Colored anti-slip products are an effective
way to offer visual warning of a slip and fall hazard while offering
the same aggressive premium grit features found on our Gator
Grip® products. The surface is an aggressive mineral abrasive
compound on a thick PVC liner. Tape will adhere to most any clean,
dry surface with an acrylic adhesive system. Tape and adhesive
are water, chemical and oil resistant for use in both indoor &
outdoor applications. Try our popular yellow/black hazard striped
tape for maximum visual warning and anti-slip protection on stair
nosings. Tape meets NFSI 101-A “High Traction” and meets or
exceeds OSHA 1910.24, 1910.26 and ANSI B101.1.

Yellow/Black

Colored Anti-Slip Tape

